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presents their 2nd single, GUANTANAMERA – the world famous, traditional 
song, in a version of a summer ragga mix for all dance floors. 

Soulful vocals by Susana Paez & Ron White carried by a driving latino beat, 
GUANTANAMERA has the potential to be the 2019 Summer Hit. 

HAVANA VIBES is a duo fusion of internationally established artists who 
interpret their songs with passion, give a shot of mainstream, spice up with 
Havana feeling and present a dash of eroticism. HAVANA VIBES seem to 
have found the right recipe for the European media landscape to carry this 
title into the world.

Incidentally, the idea for HAVANA VIBES comes from Ron White, who has 
appeared on stage and in front of the TV cameras with almost all the greats 
of showbiz. Like the "Who's Who" is the list of artists Ron has ever worked 
with from Havana Vibes. Et al Performances with: Enrique Iglesias, 
Lighthouse Family, Leo Sayer, Cliff Richard, Dusty Springfield, Hadaway, The 
Weather Girls, Ron Williams, Puff Daddy, R. Kelly ... ..this list can be 
continued indefinitely.

Susana Paez was born in Cuba's vibrant capital Havana. Since her youth she 
has been interested in music, dance and singing. She has participated in 
various dance shows in her homeland and supported renowned Cuban 



singers as a background singer. At the beginning of her stay in Germany, 
Susana dedicated her time to the family, but now her Cuban temperament 
and show talent again demands her passions, the music and the stage.

Already the first HAVANA VIBES single BAILA CONMIGO achieved 
considerable successes. Many radio stations played the title, highlighting the 
Island Radio Mallorca, with power rotation over several months and # 2 in the 
Top20 listener charts. BAILA CONMIGO reached over 200,000 plays on 
Spotify! The YouTube video has received over 280,000 clicks so far. 

Again, the same, proven team at the start. Thus, the composers and 
copywriters of the traditional work draw in a modern radio version: Michael 
Vitoria, Ron White, Rolf Wetzel. "GUANTANAMERA" was produced by 
Michael Vitoria, who is known for his 4TheCause hit "Stand By Me“. 

Here a few figures about the success of: 4The Cause-“Stand By Me“ 

- 24 weeks German chart position - 13 weeks top ten - went until position 2

- 19 weeks Austrian chart position - 14 weeks top ten - went until position 2

- 22 weeks Swiss chart position - 13 weeks top ten

- 9 weeks UK charts - went until position 12

- all in all 2 million singles where sold, Stand By Me went gold and platinum 
in Germany, platinum in New Zealand, Belgium, Austria and Gold in 
Switzerland.

HAVANA VIBES, infos, video and links, here: 

http://havana-vibes.com/?lang=en

http://havana-vibes.com/?lang=en

